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Justice for Life    is a Syrian, independent, non-profit, non-governmental that is based in 
Berlin, Germany under the registration number 211/2019. It works on promoting human 
rights, advocacy, and peace-building in Syria. 
It was established in 2015 by a number of human rights defenders and actors from Deir 
Ezzor province. This was a fruit of their individual and team defend for human rights in 
their communities, and documenting the human rights violations that are committed by 
different parties and powers who have been in the province since 2011, to make it as a 
platform and space for those who defend human rights and victims in order to advocate and 
defend their cases in accordance with a legal and professional course, so these violations and 
acts do not go by no just accountability. It also aims at promoting the human rights in the 
Syrian society and state on the political, behavioral, and cultural levels in order to ensure 
access for the victims and their relatives to their rights. In this endeavor, JFL expanded its 
work in 2016 to be an active and effective part in the national and international alliances and 
platforms concerned in human rights and documenting violations in Syria, and preparing 
the profiles of violations and crimes that took place against the Syrians since 2011 according 
to mechanism and methodologies compatible with international legal standards. 
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A Findings paper for ten focus group discussions facilitated by Justice for Life 
organization about civil society, judiciary, conscription, violence against women, and 
the role of  victims' families in justice. 
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Overview of  Deir Ezzor House for Human Rights and 

Democracy  

Justice for Life organization1 established the “Deir Ezzor House for Human 

Rights and Democracy” as a cumulative result of  years of  work with the National 

Endowment for Democracy NED2. The "House" aims to create an in-depth 

understanding of  the concepts of  human rights and local reservations towards 

those concepts and terms. The "House" seeks to strengthen the human rights 

culture with interventions commensurate with the local culture to develop local 

human rights knowledge. The “House” seeks to provide a safe space that 

enhances opportunities for dialogue and participation, and contributes to 

improving social cohesion and local stability, encouraging the involvement of  

women, youth, and people with disability in civic activities and discussing public 

issues, including needs, demands, interests, and stances of  each group. 

Among the activities of  " Deir Ezzor House for Human Rights and Democracy", 

in 2021 and 2022, ten FGD sessions were held to discuss many topics came 

within the local interest and related to the daily life of  the residents in Deir Ezzor 

governorate, as monitored by JFL. The sessions discussed: the work of  civil 

society organizations, the work of  the judicial sector, violence against women, 

the impact of  compulsory conscription on education, and the participation of  

	
1 https://jfl.ngo/ 

2 https://www.ned.org/ 
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victims in the local and international justice processes. A total of  83 people 

participated in the sessions, including 51 women. 

Discussions on each topic focused on describing the current situation and 

development ways by directing recommendations to local and international 

actors and stakeholders. 

  

The FGD sessions were held in JFL's office in Al-Kasra town in the western 

countryside of  Deir Ezzor. The sessions were facilitated by ten activists whom 

the organization trained, qualified, and provided the necessary skills to carry out 

this mission. The organization has been working on qualifying activists who are 

able to facilitate dialogues for years. The ten activists are part of  those efforts, as 

the organization relies on the efforts of  the activists it had trained in most of  its 

activities. 

The paper includes a summary of  the sessions. We are publishing it today to 

deliver the local community's point of  view on several high priority topics. 
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First: Civil Society Organizations  

Before 2011, a very small number of  humanitarian organizations existed in Deir 

Ezzor, whose role was limited to providing some aid to low-income families, 

especially those who do not have a breadwinner. After 2012, when the armed 

opposition controlled vast areas in Deir Ezzor, dozens of  organizations with 

different specialties were established. However, they mostly provided food and 

medical aid. The organizations stopped working completely as ISIS took over the 

armed opposition areas in mid-2014. ISIS targeted civil activists by arrest, killing, 

and displacement. The formation of  organizations resumed after 2017 in the 

areas where the SDF managed to control and expel ISIS.  

The new conditions after 2017 and the formation of  civil councils by the 

Autonomous Administration in North and East Syria allowed a workspace for 

civil society organizations to coordinate their work. While enormous local needs 

and the inability of  city councils to cover them, the Administration was prompted 

to allow the organizations to work. 

The organizations are now involved in providing services and infrastructure, 

humanitarian aid and education, peacebuilding, and social cohesion, and to a very 

limited extent in human rights. 
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What is Required from the Organizations?  

According to the participants in the sessions, there are basic needs that the 

organizations are trying to provide. The local population hopes that will 

continue. Those needs include: 

- Reviving the economic situation by infusion of  more funds in the region. Those 

organizations receive support used in renting sites to carry out activities such as 

offices and training rooms, purchasing office equipment, construction raw 

materials, agricultural materials, etc. Besides, some funds are spent on 

transportation. 

- Creating job opportunities for youth and graduates as the region faces a high 

unemployment rate. 

- Qualifying staff  that contributes to public and private institutions’ work through 

training workshops, supporting small projects, and benefiting from the expertise 

of  local and international organizations. 

- Contributing, along with the rest of  the actors in the region, to achieving societal 

stability, which may encourage the displaced populations to return and stop the 

migration movement from the governorate. 

- Improving services, such as repairing water and electricity stations, paving roads, 

supporting the agricultural and grazing sector, and supporting education 

infrastructure such as renovating existing schools and building new ones. 
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Challenges Confronting the Work of  Civil Society Organizations 

As soon as the workspace became available for civil society organizations in Deir 

Ezzor, many challenges emerged and are still there, despite attempts to overcome 

them or at least mitigate their effects on the activities of  organizations. Dealing 

with these challenges varies according to their nature, and therefore some 

challenges are currently difficult to overcome. 

Security Challenges 

Security instability narrows the geographical scope of  organizations’ work and 

puts some of  their employees under a multi-source threat, including armed cells 

affiliated with ISIS or other armed groups carrying out thefts and robberies. 

There are also threats from members affiliated with the security forces in control. 

Prohibition of  Work 

Some civil society organizations face a ban on work in northern and eastern Syria. 

The institutions responsible for overseeing the civil society organizations refuse 

to grant a registration or permission to practice work or do not renew some 

registration, often for unclear reasons. 

Stereotyping the Work of  Organizations 

There is a prevailing view in Deir Ezzor of  the work of  civil society 

organizations. This view is summarized by limiting the role of  organizations in 

providing aid and improving services. Therefore, it is not common to work on 

community reconciliations and peacebuilding. In the circumstances, the local 

community's needs prompted the organizations to provide aid and did not allow 
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organizations to devote themselves to other programs. Besides, the large funding 

was directed to relief  support while limited to other sectors such as human rights. 

That did discourage organizations from working in those fields. In this case, 

organizations bear the responsibility for directing efforts to the available sources 

of  support, regardless of  specialty or need assessment. That led to replicating 

the same projects, targeted groups, and regions. For example, many organizations 

turned to peacebuilding activities due to the availability of  international support, 

although they previously only provided services, and do not have adequate 

experience in peacebuilding.  

 

Relations with Local Actors 

Parties that have influence on civil society organizations' work can be identified 

as local authorities, community notables (Sheikhs, clan elders, and clerics), and 

international organizations.  

The organizations coordinated with those actors for two main goals. The first is 

obtaining the largest funding (working with donors). Although this coordination 

is essential, the absence of  a solid strategy for action and security instability made 

this funding intermittent. 

The second is access (authorities and notables) to the largest possible segment. 

This coordination was not balanced or in a clear working strategy that defined 

the contribution of  authorities and influencers, which gave them space to 

interfere with organizations’ work. 
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Second: Judiciary  

The Effectiveness of  Judicial System    

By the effectiveness of  the judicial system3, we mean the extent to which courts 

in northeastern Syria can conduct judicial proceedings for cases and law 

enforcement, and judicial reflection on regional stability and security. The 

participants emphasized that the judiciary has an active role in certain cases, such 

as violations (For example, the traffic law) and felonies (murders). In addition, 

the judiciary resorts to the path of  reconciliation, first through reconciliation and 

arbitration committees, which are considered within the structure of  the judicial 

system established by the Autonomous Administration. 

 

Pressuring judges leads them to prefer social mediation to avoid pressure while 

solving cases. For example, if  a perpetrator has a relationship or kinship with a 

local leader or a high-rank official in the SDF or the Autonomous 

Administration, in that case, justice often does not take its course. 

 

	
3 The Trial of  the Islamic State's Members. Fundamental Proceedings for Justice - JFL - June 2020 

https://bit.ly/2R9qzr8  
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The Effect of  Tribal Norms on the Judiciary 

The local tribal norm is considered one of  the most important challenges that 

hinder the work of  the judicial authority. However, the predominance of  the 

norm has its supporters who justify it. As a result of  the inability of  the judiciary 

to impose the rule of  law and the interference of  the executive authority and 

security institutions in its work, the tribal norm becomes more justice, especially 

with the confidence of  the local community in this custom. Those in charge of  

mediation include clan leaders (sheikhs, mayors, and dignitaries), intellects, 

professors, and clerics. In comparison, the advocates of  imposing the rule of  law 

believe that it is necessary to limit the influence of  local leaders and capital 

owners to ensure the sovereignty and independence of  the judiciary. 

 

The Challenges of  the Judiciary  

● Rule of  norm on the account of  rule of  law. 

● The inefficiency of  workers in the judicial sector due to reluctance of  lawmen to 

engage in this sector. 

● The laws are not clear. Many laws are enforced in the region, starting with the 

Syrian law, ISIS law, and the Autonomous Administration’s law. That led to a lack 

of  knowledge of  the laws enforced in the region. 

● The judiciary often submits to pressures, especially from “Cadres/advisers” and 

clan leaders. 
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Third: The Impact of  Conscription on Education 

The educational process in Deir Ezzor has faced considerable challenges since 

the beginning of  the war in the governorate in 2012. Many schools stopped 

functioning, thousands of  teachers have been displaced, and tens of  thousands 

of  students have been denied access to education, especially those who cannot 

move to government-controlled areas for security or economic reasons. 

The most important issue facing education is the absence of  a unified 

curriculum, the lack of  schools for increasing numbers of  students, and the 

shortage of  a sufficient number of  qualified educational staff. Thus, the 

Autonomous Administration’s control period has been relatively better than its 

predecessors, as the Administration and civil organizations support the 

educational process. 

 

Disadvantages of  Conscription 

The Autonomous Administration decided to impose a “duty of  self-defense” on 

youth. The decision left implications on a targeted group of  youth and their 

families, especially in economic terms, and on the work of  public institutes 

generally. 

This decision constituted one of  the most important reasons for the immigration 

of  youth, fearing that they would be forced into compulsory service, especially 

youth who left government-controlled areas to escape the compulsory service 
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imposed by the Syrian government. Many families were left without a 

breadwinner after their children were recruited. Hundreds of  families in Deir 

Ezzor depend on one breadwinner, and this breadwinner may be among the age 

groups targeted in the “duty of  self-defense.” 

Health, education, and service institutions have been affected, as they have lost 

workers due to their conscription into the SDF ranks. At the same time, those 

institutes suffer a lack of  qualified staff  to operate in the first place. 

How Did Conscription Affect Education? 

Education in Deir Ezzor was clearly affected by compulsory conscription 

campaigns and the spread of  military checkpoints searching for those evading 

the duty of  self-defense. 

It has become difficult to access schools for teachers included in the "Self-

Defense Duty". For example, a school principal had to leave work due to his 

inability to go to Al-Kasra Educational Complex to receive the employees' 

monthly salaries. 

Young teachers were displaced due to compulsory conscription, which further 

reduced the number of  teaching staff. 

The standard of  living for the families of  teachers who left work or were 

displaced after the only material resource was cut off  from them has deteriorated. 

That has burdened family members, including women and children, and forced 

them to seek new resources. 
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Fourth: Violence Against Women 

Violence against women in Deir Ezzor is one of  the most controversial issues 

between two wings. The first wing, which is the strongest and the most widely 

popular, considers that dealing with women based on customs and traditions is 

the best option to preserve "her dignity and the family". Despite this, it deprives 

women of  their rights to inheritance.4, work, and education. The second wing 

calls for dealing with women based on women's rights approved by international 

laws and refusing to justify the violence and abuse of  women, besides 

considering the rights to education, work, political participation, and other 

fundamental rights that cannot be derogated. Between the two wings, active 

powers in the governorate could not find a middle ground for agreement. 

Civil society organizations try to break out of  this embarrassment by 

implementing professionalization projects and other projects that do not have to 

delve deeply into women's rights per international laws. At the same time, 

organizations are sometimes forced to implement women's rights projects 

because part of  the international funding is dedicated to that purpose. While the 

local authority still adheres to its vision regarding women's issues, it does not 

apply its laws in Deir Ezzor as in the rest of  the regions, considering the 

sensitivity and importance of  local customs and traditions, and thus avoids the 

	
4 Disinheritance: A Form of  Discrimination Against Women - JFL - May 2021 

https://bit.ly/36HkIRL  
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possibility of  engaging in these rights, reproducing, and developing them from a 

local point of  view. 

Forms of  Violence against Women 

Violence against women takes many forms. Each has repercussions on women's 

lives. The forms are: 

- Physical: It is the act of  physical violence against women without any 

accountability, whether by society or the authority. The Autonomous 

Administration formed the "Women’s House" to support women’s issues. Yet, it 

does not have societal acceptance for two reasons: First is the repercussions after 

women resort to it, as it usually means deepening the problem and the possibility 

of  escalation. There is a widespread refusal of  women to file a lawsuit against 

her husband. The second reason is that the Autonomous Administration's vision 

of  women's issues has not received local acceptance. 

- Economic: deprivation of  work and daily expenses or the seizure of  women’s 

financial resources -if  any- as a type of  punishment or domination at home. 

- Social: Through exclusion, condemnation, and holding her responsible for the 

violations committed against her. Women do not participate in political and social 

activities except under very tight limits. In addition, there is stereotyping of  

women’s roles that prevents them from taking the initiative. 

- Deprivation of  the right to education: Women do not have the full right to 

education as men do. Women usually do not complete their educational 

attainment. And if  they did, the cost of  their education is deducted from their 
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inheritance, which is completely forfeited. Women's diligence and willingness do 

not intercede to complete education. 

After the SDF took control over the areas north of  the Euphrates River in Deir 

Ezzor, a new category of  women appeared to be subject to abuse. They are the 

women of  ISIS members. This category of  women is deprived of  some rights 

such as work. These women are looked at with suspicion because of  their 

possible continued involvement with ISIS. The state of  suspicion experienced by 

the local community is not strange because of  the years of  war, security 

instability, and the activity of  armed cells, some of  which are affiliated with ISIS. 

However, this does not justify the deprivation of  basic rights and dealing with all 

the families of  ISIS in the same way.  

Causes of  Violence against Women  

Forms of  violence can be traced back to several reasons: 

- Economic: As the standard of  living decreased, the number of  families living 

below the poverty line increased, and job opportunities and financial resources 

decreased. 

- Social: Local norms and traditions deprive women of  inheritance for being a 

woman. Customs and traditions restrict women’s right to choose, for example, 

between continuing her education or getting married. These customs sometimes 

prevent a woman from her right to custody of  her children, even though she 

enjoys this right legally. 

- Security: Security instability was reflected in women's lives, whose movement 

was limited by fear from the assault of  armed gangs, the spread of  drug 
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trafficking and abuse, in addition to cases of  revenge5 Women are the most 

prominent victims and bear many of  its repercussions inside and outside the 

home. 

 

	
5 The Impact of  Revenge on Women in Deir Ezzor Governorate - JFL - September 2021 

https://bit.ly/3Mo1DTK  
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Fifth: The Participation of  Victims of  Violations in the Justice 

Process 

Over more than ten years, Deir Ezzor saw widespread violations6 in various7 

cities and towns as a result of  the bloody war in the governorate and due to the 

diversity of  local and regional conflict forces that participated in this war. The 

reason for this is the strategic8 importance of  the governorate to several 

conflicting powers. 

Since the war machine stopped in 2019 and settled control of  the Syrian 

government in the southern areas of  the Euphrates River and the SDF in the 

north, voices demanding justice have been raised. Discussions have been held 

about the challenges facing judicial and non-judicial justice.9. 

Moving forward in holding those responsible for violations in Syria 

internationally accountable requires Syria to be a party to the Rome Statute of  

the International Criminal Court. Thus, its file can be referred to this court, or 

	
6 Al Joura and Al Qusour, The Forgotten Crime - JFL - September 2017 

https://bit.ly/3ts5p6b  

7 They Killed Them to Make Them an Example - JFL - June 2018. 

https://bit.ly/3LhAkub  

8 Deir Ezzor in the Equation of  War on Terrorism - JFL - March 2017 

https://bit.ly/3KccdLW  

9 JFL is considered one of  the leading organizations in discussing non-judicial justice mechanisms through its project 
that it is currently implementing and funded by the European Endowment for Democracy. 
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the Security Council can initiate the referral of  the file to the court or the 

establishment of  a special court for crimes committed in Syria, which is not 

available due to Russia and China's rejection of  this step. 

 

The Role of  Victims’ Families in the Justice Process 

While obstruction of  accountability, the most important questions raised at this 

stage are what the victims of  violations and their families can do and what the 

local and international actors advocating for their causes can offer to keep the 

cause of  justice alive. 

Victims of  violations and their families can continue to engage in efforts to 

document human rights violations with credible organizations and form 

associations to explain the violations they have been exposed to and their 

physical, psychological, and economic repercussions on various local and 

international occasions and to join efforts in documentation processes so that 

these associations can facilitate victims and witnesses’ communication with 

human rights organizations, and contribute with available information for cases 

in the courts of  some countries in the European Union. 
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How Do Families of  the Victims in Deir Ezzor View the 

Mechanisms of  Non-judicial Justice 

Pursuing non-judicial justice mechanisms does not affect the possibility of  

holding those accused of  crimes in Syria accountable, especially in any trial that 

will not include all the accused. The accountability process is indispensable once 

conditions are met. 

In the context of  non-judicial justice, this must ensure that violations are not 

repeated in the future, that the perpetrators are revealed and the fate of  the 

missing and forcibly disappeared is revealed, and that any non-judicial course is 

proportional to the extent of  the violation being dealt with, and can take the 

form of  material compensation, memorialization, and study grants for victims, 

psychological support, healthcare, reconstruction, etc. and the safe return of  the 

displaced and refugees. 

 

Challenges Facing Victims and their Families in Engaging in the 

Justice Process 

● Security risks are represented in the possibility that those involved in these efforts 

could be arrested, kidnapped, or assassinated in light of  an unstable security 

situation. 

● Most organizations are preoccupied with livelihood projects and providing food 

aid at the expense of  advocating for victims of  violations. 

● Marginalization of  victims and their families from activities related to their cases. 
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● The scarcity of  organizations specialized in documenting violations in Deir 

Ezzor and the existing organizations cannot cover all violations. 

● Increasing numbers of  violations, the diversity of  their parties, and the 

protection provided by local forces to some of  those accused of  violations. 

● Increasing local clan, regional, sectarian, and ethnic conflicts prevent establishing 

a non-judicial justice process and impede the involvement of  victims and their 

families in the justice process. 
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Sixth: Recommendations 

Based on the participants' suggestions to intervene in each discussion topic, JFL 

shares the proposals the focus group sessions issued. JFL believes that these 

recommendations can be worked on by various actors and are achievable: 

 

The Work of  Civil Society Organizations 

Dealing with multiple challenges requires more than one path, and this requires 

the organizations to make an extra effort. The supporting bodies must allocate 

stable and long-term funding. 

1- Internal Development of  Organizations: 

- Each organization must develop a work strategy of  no less than two years and 

an action plan for this strategy. The strategy includes the organization's 

objectives, the parties that will cooperate with it, how to deal with challenges, and 

what it needs for internal development at the level of  staff  qualification and 

structure. It is necessary to build the projects of  each organization by probing 

local needs and identifying the groups most in need of  intervention in the future. 

The organization must define its specialization because it is illogical for one 

organization to work in various specializations. 

- Increasing coordination at the level of  local organizations during the strategic 

planning phase and beyond to rationalize and direct support to the targeted and 

deserving areas. 
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- The organizations seek to benefit from the expertise provided by international 

supporting organizations in developing civil society organizations. 

- Organizations issue periodic technical and financial reports on their work and 

resource expenditures, which increases their chances of  obtaining more funding 

and enhancing confidence in front of  the local community 

- Developing internal policies based on a zero-harm approach and contributing 

directly or indirectly to building peace and social stability. 

 

 

2- Providing Monitored and Conditional Support by International Organizations: 

- International organizations should direct their support based on three factors: 

Specialty: Not directing support for peacebuilding to an organization specialized 

in providing support for agricultural lands. Or not provide funding for 

documenting human rights violations to an organization active in the medical 

field. Second is transparency in directing support and allocation of  

administrative expenses, activities, etc. The third is the organization’s ability to 

manage the grant or stipulate training before the grant provision. 

 

- This type of  intervention will help deal positively with various local needs and 

empower local staff  and their readiness to decline international funding or a 

change in political and military conditions. 
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3- Enhancing a specific role for actors in their work with civil society organizations: 

- Local authorities should provide more facilities for the work of  organizations 

and not use licensing papers to interfere with their work. 

- Notables and social actors must play a positive role in two points: First: Increase 

communication with organizations and contribute to communicating 

populations' basic needs. Second: Not exploiting the organizations’ resources, 

kinship ties, and local influence to direct the organizations’ work according to 

personal, regional, or clan interests. 

- Media agencies should pay attention to the activities of  civil society organizations 

to achieve two goals: First: Monitor their work, and second: Introduce the local 

community to the achievements of  civil society organizations. 

 

Judicial Sector 

According to the participants in the dialogues, the judiciary work can be 

developed through: 

1- Raising the scientific level of  judges by appointing those who hold law degrees 

and working in the field for no less than five years and establishing institutes for 

the judiciary in which law students who do not have a university degree or who 

have obtained it but who have not practiced work as lawyers or judges. 
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2- The executive authorities must cooperate with the judiciary and not interfere in 

its affairs. The legislative body must also pass laws that protect the judiciary and 

judges, such as granting judges immunity.  

3- The media and civil society organizations monitor the work of  the judicial 

authorities, and the local authorities allow them to play this role freely without 

the threat of  arrest or suspension from work. 

4- Raising the monthly wages of  judges and all workers in the judicial sector to end 

corruption in judicial institutions. 

5- Work in the future (whenever the political and security circumstances allow) to 

unify the judicial system in north and east Syria. The presence of  two judicial 

systems, one affiliated with the central government and another affiliated with 

the Autonomous Administration, leads to multiple rulings on the same issue, 

leading to disputes. 

 

Impact of  Conscription on Education 

The negative effects of  conscription on the education sector and the families of  

teachers can be dealt with by the following: 

1- Abolishing the compulsory military service of  a teacher who proves that he is 

the sole provider for his family. 

2- Granting teachers whose absence constitutes a shortage hard to compensate, a 

temporary moratorium from joining the compulsory service. 

3- Determining the places of  compulsory service for teachers in areas close to their 

schools and enabling them to continue education, or doing compulsory service 
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for teachers in intermittent periods, such as service during the summer vacation 

period. Reducing the length of  time for teachers to serve. 

4- Allocating a monthly financial compensation to the families of  teachers who are 

enrolled in compulsory service. 

5- Raising the salaries of  recruited teachers as per the "Self  Defense Duty", similar 

to the volunteer soldiers. 

  

Violence against Women 

Many parties inside Deir Ezzor can take steps to confront this phenomenon, and 

they are: 

1- Continuing to provide a safe dialogue space for women, with the need for these 

dialogues to result in practical suggestions for women to combat the 

phenomenon of  violence. For example, the intervention to confront a case of  

violence practiced by a husband against his wife is confidential, especially in its 

early stages, to find solutions that necessarily lead to the cessation of  violence. 

Groups officially formed by local authorities are to be established. These groups 

should comprise clerics, dignitaries, and activists specializing in women's rights. 

It is not to be public, as the Women's Home does. This may end violence and 

prevent families from dispersing, provided that this intervention develops 

according to the scale and frequency of  the violation until it reaches 

accountability before the judiciary. 
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2- That local authorities and civil society organizations increase the number of  

rehabilitation centers for victims of  violence and provide support for small 

projects led by women. 

3- To prevent the phenomenon of  early marriage completely, civil society 

organizations should continue campaigns to publicize the dangers of  this 

marriage to women in particular and society in general. 

  

Participation of  Victims of  Violations in the Justice Process 

1- Victims and their families to be part of  domestic and international efforts for 

accountability or non-judicial justice. 

2- Benefit from the experiences of  human rights organizations and victims’ 

associations in regional and other countries that have experienced internal 

conflicts. 

3- Try to build a unified database or contribute to the international efforts 

concerned with the path of  justice to form unified databases under the 

supervision of  the United Nations. 

4- The victims’ associations, and victims with their families who were not engaged 

in associations, should be in contact with credible local and international 

organizations that document violations. 


